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Project Challenge
Description
S P E C  O P S :  C O D  C O M P A N I O N  A P P  O N B O A R D I N G

Players, particularly new players, can have

trouble navigating such a dynamic game like

Call of Duty (CoD). This type of obstacle has

shown to discourage players from

continued gameplay and enjoyment.

So, how might we give players a welcoming

experience using the companion app and

help introduce them to the many different

aspects of the game, all while building a

community around said experience?

DIFFICULTY ONBOARDING

All players we interviewed value social

interactions while playing. Scheduling and

communication are important but

currently done in 3rd party apps. 

SOCIAL PLAY

Spec Ops, or Special Operations, are

missions, with a set of objectives, for

players to complete within a week in

order to get achievement badges, in-

game rewards, or XP. Players can

complete these by themselves, but this

feature encourages them to play with

others, whether to get an XP multiplier or

cooperative-dependent badges. 

SPEC OPS: ONBOARDING

InsightProblem Solution

Women are invisible until they are in

supportive communities. Once in

controlled environments, players enjoy

themselves more and blossom.

COMMUNITY IS KEY
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Team Roles and
Responsibilities

USER RESEARCH

UX/UI DESIGN

AARON GUHIN

USER RESEARCH

UX/UI DESIGN

VISUAL DESIGN

CHASE NGUYEN

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

USER RESEARCH

DI XU

USER RESEARCH

UX/UI DESIGN

MARCELO LAYERA
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Card Sort

We conducted a card sort with the CoD app

and synthesized the results. This helped us

understand where Spec Ops fits within the

architecture of the existing app. 
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Primary User: Victoria



Primary User: Victoria



Feature
Prioritization

After familiarization with a lo-fi

prototype, we asked interviewees to

rank a list of proposed new features.

The results were instrumental in

shaping our thought process.

The aggregate outcome of this

exercise is shown here, ranked from

most important to least. 



Content
Strategy

TARGET AUDIENCE

New users would benefit most. Experienced users can serve

as a secondary group to recruit additional new users.

N E W  U S E R S

DESIRED OUTCOMES

“I need someone to show me how to play, to learn the game

faster, and not be antagonized while doing it. I should find a team

using the Companion App so I can participate in Spec Ops”

USERS SHOULD THINK

TONE & CHARACTER

ATTRIBUTES

Welcoming, Friendly, Informative, Engaging, Safe, Fun, Encouraging

C O D  C O M P A N I O N  A P P  S P E C  O P S  T O N E  I S
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Wireflows

To get ready for user testing, we

created three flows based on our

new site map. 
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Site Map

This site map incorporates Spec Ops into

the design of the CoD companion app.
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Lo-Fi
Wireframes

Spec Ops: The home base
for our new feature. These
screens allows users to view,
select their missions, and
invite friends to join.

Teams: This sub-tab
contains the Spec Ops that
the user is participating in as
well as managing teams.

Spec Ops and Teams
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Lo-Fi
Wireframes
Invites and Badges

Invites: Contains pending
requests from other players
and any requests that the
player sends. 

Achievements: Badges
serve as rewards for
completing Spec Ops.
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Main Screen and Tutorials

After testing the lo-fi prototype
with our participants, the first
change that we needed to
make was adding a series of
onboarding pop-ups in order
to help players understand
how Spec Ops works. 



Spec Ops Progress Page

The Progress tab houses
completion details for each
Spec Op. Players can add
others to join the mission, see
how to complete each of the
objectives, as well as what kind
of rewards they will get once
the Spec Op is completed. 



Badges Screen

We further designed the
Badges screens to include how
the badge was earned and
with whom. 

If the badge hasn't been
acquired, the user can click on
the button that takes them to
the required Spec op.



Lo-Fi
Interactive
Prototype

Early rendition of the Spec Op

management screen.
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Hi-Fi
Interactive
Prototype

In the high fidelity prototype, the Tutorial

button triggers a pop-up sequence showing

the user how Spec Ops works.
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Usability
Results

Through a brainstorming

exercise with sticky notes, we

were able to summarize the

results of the usability testing

into three major insights. 
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U S A B I L I T Y  T E S T I N G  I N S I G H T  1 :  O N B O A R D I N G

"Am I playing the
game while I turn this
on or…? So I’m not
using this at the same
time as playing…"

Most of our testers didn't fully

grasp the Spec Ops concept

early on. Even though Spec Ops

is designed to help onboard

people into Call of Duty, we

neglected onboarding users to

the app experience itself.
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U S A B I L I T Y  T E S T I N G  I N S I G H T  2 :  A D D I N G  P L A Y E R S

"It’s better to play
with other people.
If I go into a
challenge I want
to make sure that
option is there."

Social interaction is a shared

motivator to play CoD among

the participants we interviewed.

Inviting friends was the most

important thing they saw with an

experience like this. 

However, the ability to add

players is hidden at the bottom

of the Spec Ops page and isn't

offered early enough for it to be

universally comprehended by

our participants.
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U S A B I L I T Y  T E S T I N G  I N S I G H T  3 :  B A D G E S

"Is Joe Smith as
good as he says
he is? I wanna see
how good he is,
so I can then play
with him"

Players sometimes use

achievements for personal

collection and completion

purposes. Looking at other

players, they're more motivated

by seeing what achievements

that they and others have

accomplished in order to

create a social connection.
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ORGANIZATION

Clear organizational tactics had

been deployed in order to

effectively recruit participants

and execute all project goals

through remote collaboration.

EMPATHY 

We were able to empathize with

users through playing the game

ourselves, as well as conducting

interviews and usability testing;

allowing us to understand their

problems on a personal level. 

OBJECTIVES

Our goal is to help out new

players discover different game

mechanics and to try out

different things, while building

social connections. We also

considered the other ways we

can display Spec Ops objectives

for players to engage with rather

than just providing videos.

SCHEDULING

Scheduling with friends was

another topic that came up. This

in itself is another feature we can

explore and design so Call of

Duty players from all over the

world can coordinate, engage,

and help each other out.

TEAM SIZE AND

OWNERSHIP

The inherent challenge of this

feature is how to scale team size

without making each spec op an

oversized forum. One of our

participants, Dimitri, asked,

"What if the owner who started

the spec op quits and how would

that affect the rest of the team?

How would the one who started

the spec op transfer ownership if

they decide to stop playing?"
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01.Feature Matrix

Feature prioritization survey results PDF

02.Content

Tonality Brief

Link to our full content strategy

03.Figma File

Here is the link to our Viewable Figma file.

04.Final

Prototype

Spec Ops, or Special Operations, are missions,

with a set of objectives, for players to complete

within a week in order to get achievement

badges, in-game rewards, or XP. Players can

complete these by themselves, but this feature

encourages them to play with others, whether

to get an XP multiplier or cooperative-

dependent badges. The main goal of Spec Ops

is to help players, especially new players,

become more familiar with playing Call of Duty

with a unique onboarding experience while

building connections with others.

Here is the link to our final prototype. 

link to the Gdrive folder containing all appendix itemsAppendix //27

Other Files

05. User Flow

06.Lo-Fi Wireframe PDF

07.Hi-Fi Wireframe PDF

08.Sitemap PNG

09.Usability Results PDF

10.Wireflow

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AoKV5oAcXyBPPW5tCU1bhuenM-J5rV1-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rf3xntp7QkcRABr-30brvC1L3nfwwfNI/view?usp=sharing
https://www.figma.com/file/L7fNDsVU5NxKdGmrexYhbf/group3a-onboarding?node-id=1%3A7877
https://www.figma.com/proto/U1VoIyCO5W0IPFeNtgswag/Activision-Onboarding?node-id=1104%3A564&scaling=min-zoom
https://www.figma.com/proto/U1VoIyCO5W0IPFeNtgswag/Activision-Onboarding?node-id=1104%3A564&scaling=min-zoom
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1xvBvDaZLZ8WDED6Xc2gV47wxh2IfJ82G?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LnEw1cv2v7USYp_DBQdWfqei-UrpGphN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZSbF4e4yoNPRvu1OEIS7Ub9N2t1pjBf5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10VXrFBhg1SVEiKUJvCqTBCUqWvTbPej0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IxyQZp8rAbIWm6lSAhnRIz3-1luCgLMH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vFna2BUJ6fqlNm1FGsp8OaZT53DsYgb1/view?usp=sharing



